Lumaris

High-performance static white-dimming, digitally addressable LED linear
lighting with 0.1% dimming.

Introducing Lumaris

Lumaris Specifications

Lumaris

High-Performance LED

	Add Lumaris for sleek architectural illumination
for the following residential lighting applications:
·

Cove — indirect/uplifting that adds warmth and
provides ambient aesthetics

·

Under Cabinet — task lighting that illuminates
countertops

·

Under Shelf — display lighting that highlights
decorative features or art

·

Closet— ceiling or wall-mountable for general
lighting in small rooms such as closets, storage
rooms, and pantries

·

 nder Counter — accent lighting that can help
U
set the mood

·

Path/Step — practical, functional lighting that
increases saftey (perfect as a nightlight)

Wattage

5W/ft (12”)

Lumens (Delivered)

Clear lens, 300 lumens/ft
Frosted lens, 250 lumens/ft
Diffused lens, 250 lumens/ft

CRI (Typical)

90+

Ratings

CA T24/JA8
Damp location
Clothes closet

Note: Independent measurement of typical 2700K fixture models by Lutron Electronics Co., Inc. for reference only.
See the Lumaris specification sheets for LM79 photometric data by fixture type and lens options.

Features

System Components
Flexible Installation
Link (daisy chain) fixtures together up to the full loading capacity of the connected LED driver. Self-enclosed
driver can be remote mounted away for the LED source, allowing for easy wire termination and customization
for most configurations.

Type

LED Light Bar

Lens

Clear, Frosted, Diffused

LED type

2700 K, 3000 K, 3500 K

Mounting

Surface, 30˚/60˚ angle bracket option

Color

Silver, Black, White, Brown

Lens Options

Dimensions
Clear and Frosted*

Control Options

Diffused

Length1 6”, 12”, 18”, 24”, 36”, 48”
Width 1.25”
Height 0.5” (clear/frosted lens); 0.7” (diffused lens)
Length does not include end caps; see specification sheet for details.
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0.1% Homeworks digital controller
1% Hi-lume 2-wire LED driver (120V only)
* Clear lens option shown

6 in.

The Lumaris Difference

High-Performance
0.1% Dimming
Highest quality dimming and 90+CRI LED light
performance fixture that comes standard with new
Homeworks 0.1% digital controllers with guaranteed
flicker-free dimming with Lutron controls backed by 24/7
customer-first service and support.

Intelligent
Digitally Addressable
Includes the HomeWorks digital technology that allows
you to individually address each linear run with soft,
incandescent-like transition between 0.1% and off. Remote
mount the controller up to 180 ft. away from the light
source (depending on the gauge of wire).

Small Profile &
No LED Hot Spots
The diffused lens option conceals LED hot spots and
provides a wide 130° distribution to soften the light. With
its small profile of 1.25” width x 0.5” height for the Clear/
Frosted lens options and 1.25” width x 0.7” height for
the Diffused lens option, Lumaris is the perfect solution
for tight space lighting applications: under cabinets,
counters, and shelves, coves, and paths/steps.

Flexible Applications
Ceiling or wall-mountable for general lighting in small
rooms such as clothes closets, storage rooms, and
pantries. Suitable for damp locations.

Lumaris
Flexible lengths, multiple color temperatures, and finishes ideal for residential applications.
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